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by 
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Electrical Engineering 

(ABSTRACT) 

The enhancement of a CAD tool called Modeler's Assistant is discussed. This 

tool allows VHDL behavioral models to be developed more rapidly than with traditional 

techniques. The limitations present in the previous version of the tool (Version 2) are 

discussed. The correction of these limitations and the enhancement of Modeler's 

Assistant are the focus of the work described in this thesis. New features present in the 

enhanced version of Modeler's Assistant (Version 3) include the ability to create and 

maintain a library of parameterized process primitives and the ability to graphically 

represent hierarchy in VHDL behavioral models through the use of supernodes. Other 

enhancements that allow more features of the VHDL language to be used in Modeler's 

Assistant are described. Several examples that illustrate the use of these enhanced 

features are presented.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Design information for digital systems has traditionally been expressed in 

the form of a graphical representation. At the lowest level of abstraction, design 

information is expressed in the form of a VLSI layout, which shows the physical 

construction of a device in terms of the base materials from which it will be constructed - 

polysilicon, n-diffusion, p-diffusion, etc. For all but the simplest devices this 

representation does not clearly convey behavior. At a higher level of abstraction, a 

schematic or block diagram showing interconnections of gates, registers, counters, etc. 

can be used to better describe device behavior. However, this representation is also 

ineffective in describing behavior of complex devices, e.g., a gate-level schematic of a 

complex microprocessor would not provide much insight into the operation of the device. 
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The VHSIC hardware description language (VHDL) and other hardware 

description languages (HDLs) provide an alternative to the graphical-based 

representations by allowing behavior to be described textually. With hardware 

description languages, modeling of complex devices at any level of abstraction is 

possible. This is illustrated by Figure 1 [1], which shows the design information space 

that can currently be covered by VHDL. The three axes of the design information space 

are type, which represents the type of information being described, abstraction is a 

measure of the complexity of the primitives, and form describes how the information is 

represented. Efforts are underway to expand VHDL's coverage of the design 

information space (as represented by the arrows in the figure). Clearly VHDL allows 

greater flexibility in representing design information than does a VLSI layout or gate- 

level schematic. In fact, it is now possible, through the use of synthesis tools to 

transform a VHDL model into a gate level schematic, greatly reducing the time required 
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Figure 1. Design Information Space 
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The major difficulty in using HDLs to represent design information is that model 

preparation is a labor intensive task. Also, with VHDL, the large number of possible 

modeling approaches [2,3,4,5] can lead to models that are unstructured and difficult to 

understand. In order for HDLs to be used effectively, systematic techniques for model 

creation must be developed. Some techniques for decreasing the time required to create 

a HDL model include: providing a means of partial graphical entry of the model [6,7,8]; 

providing the modeler with a library of common, user-definable primitives [9]; providing 

a graphical representation of hierarchy; and supporting a well-defined modeling style. 

1.2 Modeler's Assistant 

A CAD tool called Modeler's Assistant that uses the techniques described above 

to allow rapid development of VHDL behavioral models has been developed at Virginia 

Tech. The tool allows mixed textual/graphical design capture to decrease the time 

required to develop a VHDL behavioral model. The Process Model Graph (PMG) is the 

graphical representation used by Modeler's Assistant. The PMG is input to Modeler's 

Assistant via a graphical interface and provides the "shell" for a VHDL model. 

The process model graph (PMG) is a graphical representation of a VHDL 

behavioral model in which nodes (see Figure 2) represent VHDL processes and arcs 

represent signals. Variables and constants are represented by small squares inside the 

processes. Small circles on the periphery of processes represent process ports”. A 

darkened process port indicates that the signal connected to the process port should be 

included in the sensitivity list of the process. From the process model graph, a VHDL 

"shell" can be produced which consists of an entity declaration and a single architectural 

body consisting of a number of processes. All process ports that have no signals 

  

"In this thesis, the word port denotes a process input or output. 
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connected to them are considered to be entity ports (in Figure 2 inputl, input2, input3, 

outputl and output2 are entity ports). The only information that cannot be derived from 

the process model graph is the functionality of the processes, which can be obtained from 

a primitive library or input textually. Modeler's Assistant parses the specified VHDL to 

determine the mode of the entity ports (in, out, or inout). Figure 3 shows the VHDL 

"shell" produced by Modeler's Assistant for the PMG in Figure 2. 

The main purpose in using the process model graph representation is to provide 

the modeler with a method of partial graphical entry of a model so that the time required 

to develop a behavioral model is decreased. This technique is especially effective when 

the modeler has access to a library of precoded primitive processes, which can be 

instantiated for some if not all of the processes in the PMG. Also, a well-defined 

modeling style evolves naturally from using the process model graph. The PMG should 

be thought of as a graphical representation of behavior rather than a structural 

description of a device. This ability to clearly describe behavioral interconnections 

distinguishes the PMG representation from other schematic-capture techniques that rely 

solely on structural model development. 
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use WORK. VHDLCAD.all, WORK.USER_TYPES.all; 

aK EKEKKEKERHKSESEREKKARKLAKKHRERKHE KKKKKKERAKAEKKERS 

entity PMG is 

port (output2: out BIT; 

input3: inout BIT; 

outputl: inout BIT_VECTOR(7 downto 0); 

input2: in BIT; 
inputl: in BIT_VECTOR(7 downto 0) 

)s 
end PMG; 
ae ERHERKARERREKAKASEKHEKRKSEEREKKEKS KEES KESARERKEARERE 

architecture BEHAVIORAL of PMG is 
signal SIGNAL2: BIT; 
signal SIGNAL3: BIT; 

signal SIGNAL1: BIT_VECTOR(? downto 0); 

begin 

  

-- Process Name: D 
  

D_17: process (SIGNAL2) 

variable var1: BIT; 

  

  

-- ss Name: C 

  

C_13: process (input3) 

begin       

  

  

   
   

  

end process C_ 13; 

  

-- Process Name: B 
  

B_8: process (SIGNAL3,SIGNAL]1) 
begin 

  

  

-- Process Name: A 
  

A_2: process (input1) 

begin        

end process A_2; 

end BEHAVIORAL; 

Figure 3. VHDL "shell" for PMG in Figure 2 
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Chapter 2. Development of Modeler's Assistant 

2.1 Previous Work on Modeler's Assistant 

The previous version of Modeler's Assistant (Version 2) [10] performed the basic 

function of Process Model Graph capture. To develop a model, the user developed 

processes and interconnected the processes to form units. While significant speedup in 

model development was achieved, the system failed to make full use of the techniques 

described in Chapter 1 that allow rapid development of VHDL models. First, many 

commonly used VHDL constructs could not be used in Modeler's Assistant. For the tool 

to be truly effective, the user should be able to implement practically all features of the 

VHDL language. Also, in the previous version, there was little distinction between using 

primitives and processes. The only configurable aspect of primitives were their port 

names (the user could change the port names of the primitive at the time of instantiation). 

The limitations of the previous version of Modeler's Assistant are summarized below: 
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1. The development of primitives was essentially the same as the development of 

processes (i.e. primitives could not be parameterized). This prevented the 

primitive design philosophy from being truly beneficial. 

2. No method of hierarchical representation was available. There was no way to 

represent a group of processes in a process model graph with a single graphical 

symbol. This made development of complex models difficult. Also, no 

capability for structural model development was available. In the previous 

version, only the single-entity, multiple-process architecture type model was 

supported. 

3. The number of VHDL types available to the user was severely limited. Only the 

few types "built-in" to Modeler's Assistant could be used. While this set of types 

did include the most commonly used types (BIT, BIT_VECTOR, REAL, etc.), 

there was no capability for user-defined types. 

4, There was no way to use guarded blocks in the previous version of Modeler's 

Assistant. While this problem can be overcome by using additional "if" 

Statements, guarded blocks are still the most efficient way to model certain 

devices in VHDL. 

5. Signals, variables, and constants could not be initialized. This is a commonly 

used feature in VHDL and must be available in order to model devices such as 

ROM's. 
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6. The ability to edit a process model graph was limited. While developing a 

process model graph (unit), the only way to edit one of the processes in the PMG 

was to save the unit, load the process, edit the process, save the process, and 

finally reload the unit. Also, several bugs were present in the editing commands. 

7. In addition to the specific problems listed above, miscellaneous bugs were present 

in the tool. The source code of the previous version consisted of approximately 

7,800 lines of C code. A great deal of maintenance is naturally required to 

maintain a program of this magnitude. Since the development of the previous 

version, the tool has been tested extensively, which has resulted in a great deal of 

refinement to the system. 

Another difficulty that slowed the development of Modeler's Assistant was the lack of 

programming documentation. The 7,800 lines of C code had little commenting, and, 

more importantly, no programming manual or written explanation of the data structure 

used by Modeler's Assistant was available. This type of information is essential in a 

software engineering project of this magnitude. Also, Modeler's Assistant is being used 

as a platform for other systems currently being developed at Virginia Tech and a detailed 

description of how to interface to the tool is necessary. 

2.2 Enhancement of Modeler's Assistant 

The previous version of Modeler's Assistant (Version 2), has been greatly 

enhanced to take full advantage of the model development speedup techniques described 

in Chapter 1. My work has focused on the correction of the limitations listed above. 

This work has resulted in an enhanced version of Modeler's Assistant (Version 3). All 
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enhancements and new features discussed in this thesis should be assumed to be 

associated with the new version of Modeler's Assistant. The major modifications to the 

tool concern points 1 and 2 above. In order take full advantage of the primitive 

philosophy, i.e., provide the user with an extensive library of error-free primitives that 

may be easily interconnected to form an error-free model, the tool has been enhanced to 

allow the creation of parameterized process primitives. This allows the user to create 

primitives that are generalized to some extent. For example, a parameterized counter 

primitive can be instantiated as a four-bit, eight-bit, or sixteen-bit counter. Note that this 

is distinct from other types of component libraries in that the same primitive can be used 

to generate many different processes. Most tools that utilize component libraries require 

each component to be created separately. Parameterized process primitives are described 

in detail in Chapter 3. 

To allow for representation of hierarchy and structural modeling, supernodes 

have been developed. Supernodes allow an entire process model graph to be represented 

by a single graphical entity. For complex models, this provides a great deal of flexibility. 

Sections of the model can be partitioned using supernodes, and fully tested before 

incorporation into the final model. To develop a structural model, the user simply 

creates a process model graph consisting of supernodes. Each supernode in the PMG 

then becomes a component in a VHDL structural model. The user can dynamically 

partition models by using the Explode Supernode and Collapse Supernode commands. 

Supernodes are described in detail in Chapters 4 and 5S. 

Chapter 6 details the solutions to the other limitations described above. All of 

these problems have been rectified in the current version. The user now has the option of 

using guarded blocks, user-defined types, signal/variable/constant-initializations, etc. 
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Enhanced editing features have also been included. Many other minor changes have 

been made that make the tool much more usable than the previous version. 

In addition the changes visible to the user, the code for Modeler's Assistant has 

been greatly refined. The previous version contained a great deal of "dead" code that 

was used in Version 1 but had no function in the second version [10]. This code has 

been removed and commenting has been added to make the source code more 

understandable. Also, a programming manual has been written (see Appendix B) to aid 

in the future development and maintenance of the tool. 

2.3 Programming Environment 

Version 2 of Modeler's Assistant was developed on an Apollo DN 3500 

workstation. The code was written in C and X-windows. The current version of 

Modeler's Assistant was developed on a Sun SPARC II workstation. Since the original 

code was written in C and X-windows, the code was easily ported to the new system. 

Figure 4 illustrates the programming environment used in the development of the current 
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Figure 4. Programming Environment Used to Develop Modeler's Assistant 
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version. Several programming tools were used to aid in the programming effort. The 

Sun Source Browser [11] was the primary tool used to develop the Modeler's Assistant 

source code. Source Browser allows the programmer to easily traverse and edit large 

pieces of code. For example, the user simply types the name of a variable and Source 

Browser will find all occurrences of that variable. This tool proved to be invaluable in 

developing Modeler's Assistant. With 7,800 lines of code, over one-hundred functions, 

and fourteen source files, maintaining the code without this type of tool would have been 

almost impossible. In addition to Source Browser, DbxTool was used to debug the 

source code. This package provides all of the basic debugging features, such as stepping 

through the source code one line at a time and observing the current value of variables. 

Another useful feature available with DbxTool is the ability to locate the source line 

causing a program crash. Suppose while executing Modeler's Assistant a bug in the 

source results in the program abnormally “crashing". This would result in a file named 

"core" being produced which can be read by DbxTool to trace the exact location of the 

line causing the problem. 

All of the graphics used by Modeler's Assistant are implemented in the X- 

Windows programming environment [12,13,14,15] (see Appendix B for details). The 

lowest level of X programming is done using the X/ib library of functions. This is a very 

low-level type programming environment and is used only by a few drawing routines in 

Modeler's Assistant. At a higher level, widgets can be used to perform many common 

graphics functions. Widgets are object-oriented entities that can be used as-is or can be 

modified to perform a specific graphics function. For example, a list widget can be used 

to display a window containing a list of text strings. Widgets allow window-based 

applications to be developed in much less time than would be required if only Xlib 
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function calls were used. Most of the graphical functions used in Modeler's Assistant are 

implemented with widgets. The Athena widgets are used by Modeler's Assistant. 

Although these widgets are rather simple in appearance when compared to other widget 

sets (OPENLOOK, Motif, etc.), they are readily available on most systems and work 

well for the functions required by Modeler's Assistant's graphical interface. See [10] for 

additional details on the X-Windows system. 
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Chapter 3. Parameterized Process Primitives 

3.1 The Primitive Design Philosophy 

When modeling digital systems, the desired level of abstraction often dictates the 

set of primitives that will be used in the model. If modeling is done at the gate level, 

then the primitive set will consist of devices such as inverters, NAND gates, and flip- 

flops. At a higher level of abstraction, the primitives might include counters, registers, 

multiplexers and decoders. At an even higher level, purely functional primitives can be 

used (i.e. primitives that don't have a direct correspondence to actual hardware elements). 

For example, primitives such as FETCH, EXECUTE, and INTERUPT could be used to 

model traditional von Neuman type computer architectures. With VHDL, it is possible 

to create models using any of the above primitives. 

Since, for a given level of abstraction, the set of primitives is fairly well-defined, 

it is plausible to expect a significant decrease in the time required to develop a model if 

the modeler has access to a pre-coded library of these primitives. Modeler's Assistant 
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provides the mechanisms necessary to maintain and use a primitive library of this type. 

The basic partitioning construct used by Modeler's Assistant is the VHDL process. The 

process construct provides a great deal of flexibility in that low-level combinatorial type 

functions can be modeled as well as sequential type operations. Thus a primitive can be 

used to represent a half-adder, sixteen-bit binary counter, RAM, or CPU fetch operation. 

An extensive library of primitives is currently under development at Virginia Tech. 

The basic primitive design philosophy can be stated as follows: 

If the modeler is provided with a complete set of error-free primitives for the 

desired level of abstraction, then these primitives can be used to create an error- 

free behavioral description of the device being modeled. 

There are several features of Modeler's Assistant's primitive capability that distinguishes 

it from other systems. First, the use of primitives results in a behavioral description of 

the entire device. This is not the case with most schematic capture packages that produce 

netlist type outputs that are purely structural in nature. With the Modeler's Assistant the 

functionality of each primitive is included in the VHDL generated for the model. In 

order for a behavioral model to be understandable, it should be self-contained to the 

extent that the behavior of the device being modeled can be derived entirely from the 

VHDL description. Several currently available commercial tools [18] allow VHDL 

models to be developed with graphical capture techniques. However, the models 

produced are strictly structural models. This type of model is adequate when the 

components correspond to actual hardware elements and the interconnections specified in 

the model are purely structural in nature (i.e. connecting output ports of one device to 

input ports of another device, etc.). When behavioral interconnections must be 

expressed, however, the modeling style used by Modeler's Assistant produces a more 

understandable model. 
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Another unique feature of Modeler's Assistant's primitive capability is that the 

primitives can be parameterized. For a given level of abstraction, many of the primitives 

in the primitive set have the same basic function with only slight variations between 

them. For example, an eight-bit and sixteen-bit register perform the same basic function 

except that one operates on a eight-bit data word and the other operates on a sixteen-bit 

data word. Most systems would store two components in the primitive library and the 

user would select from a list of possible data sizes. Modeler's Assistant provides the 

capability of creating a single primitive that can be parameterized so that many variations 

of the primitive can produced from the single parent primitive. These types of primitives 

are referred to as parameterized process primitives and are described in detail in section 

3.3. 

3.2 Overview of Primitive Creation With Modeler's Assistant 

Creation of primitives using Modeler's Assistant proceeds as follows: 

1. The user creates a process by adding ports, variables, constants, generics, 
primitive variables and by specifying the functionality of the process in VHDL. 

2. The user selects the Primitive option from the process menu and enters the 

primitive prompts for each port, generic, and primitive variable in the primitive. 
These prompts are used to prompt the user to enter a name in the case of ports 
and generics, and actual values in the case of primitive variables. 

3. The primitive is saved as a .prm file and can now be instantiated into process 
model graphs. 

Thus, a primitive is created in basically the same way as a process, with the addition of 

the prompts. Also, it is often desirable to create parameterized process primitives. This 

requires the use of special keywords in the specified VHDL for the primitive. 
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3.3 Parameterized Process Primitives 

In order to create parameterized process primitives one must first ask the 

question: How can primitives be parameterized? As in the register example mentioned 

above, primitives can be designed to operate on any word length. Also, characteristics 

such as positive/negative edge triggering and high/low enabling can often distinguish 

primitives that have the same basic function. 

Modeler's Assistant allows the user to create parameterized process primitives 

through the use of special keywords, variable-length input ports, and primitive variables. 

Figure 5 shows the graphical representation of a primitive. Suppose that the port 

INPUT] is of type BIT_VECTOR. When the primitive is created, this port can be given 

a variable length designation. This will result in the user being prompted for the range 

  

RESET 
INPUT1 

© ourPuT 

CLK 0 
LOAD 

  

Figure 5. Example Primitive 

of the vector when the primitive is instantiated. All ports that are vector types can be 

given this designation. This allows the user to create a primitive that can operate on any 

size word length. In most other systems currently available, the user is restricted to a 

finite number of primitives which operate on only a select number of word lengths 

(usually 4, 8, 16, and 32 bits). 
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In addition to denoting ports as variable length, it is often necessary to use special 

keywords or attributes in the specified VHDL for the primitive in order to make the 

primitive truly independent of word length. The special keywords function similarly to 

the following standard VHDL attributes [5,17] that operate on array types: 

‘LEFT returns the left index range of an array. 

RIGHT returns the right index range of an array. 

HIGH returns the greater index of the array range. 

‘LOW returns the lesser index of the array range. 

‘RANGE returns either "m to n" or "“m downto n". 

These attributes allow more generalized VHDL code to be written and can be used in the 

specified VHDL for a primitive since they will operate on vectors of any length. 

In addition to the attributes mentioned above, special keywords can be used in 

Modeler's Assistant when specifying the functionality of a process. These keywords are 

of the form #PORT_NAME key, where PORT_NAME is the actual name of the 

primitive port and key is a special string that defines the function of the keyword. Some 

of these keywords perform operations analogous to the VHDL attributes. However, upon 

primitive instantiation these keywords will be replaced by actual values (it is important 

to note that the keywords are used only when entering the functionality of a process in 

the specify window and they are not part of the VHDL language). Attributes, on the 

other hand, are recognizable by the VHDL compiler and remain in the code even after 

primitive instantiation. It some cases, it may more desirable to generate VHDL with 

actual range values (for synthesis purposes, etc.). Modeler's Assistant allows the user to 

use attributes or the special keywords. 
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The range of a vector-type process port is assumed to be of the form (m:n). If m 

is greater than n, then "m downto n" will be used. If m is less than n then "m to n" will 

be used. The keywords currently available are: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

#portname.high - If this keyword is present in the specified VHDL, it will be 
replaced by the user-entered value of m or n, depending on which is greater, upon 
primitive instantiation. 

#portname.low - Produces the value of the lesser of m and n. 

#portname.range - This gives the complete vector range of the port (either "m to 
n" or "m downto n”". 

#portname.zeros - This produces a string equivalent to all zeros. For example if 
the vector range is 4 downto 1, this value would be 0000 (quotes are not 
included). 

#portname.+1m - Produces the value of m+1. 

#portname.+1n - Produces the value of n+1. 

#portname.-Iin - Produces the value of n-1. 

#portname.-1m - Produces the value of m-1. 

Suppose the primitive in Figure 5 is to function as a register, storing the value of 

INPUT1 when the clock toggles high. The following code would be used in the 

SPECIFY window when entering the VHDL functionality of the process to make this 

primitive independent of input word length: 

if (CLK = ‘1’ and CLK'EVENT and RESET /= '1' and LOAD = ‘1') then 

OUTPUT <= INPUT1 after REG_DEL; 

elseif (CLK = '1' and CLK'EVENT and RESET = ‘1') then 

OUTPUT <= "“#OUTPUT.zeros® after REG_DEL; 

end if; 
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When this primitive is instantiated the keyword #OUTPUT.zeros will be replaced by a 

series of zeros equal to the width of the output vector. Alternatively, the next to last line 

in the above code could also be rewritten using VHDL attributes: 

for i in OUTPUT'LOW to OUTPUT'HIGH loop 

OUTPUT(i) <= '0' after REG_DEL; 
end loop; 

In addition to special keywords, primitive variables can be used to generalize 

primitives. Primitive variables are similar to generics except that upon primitive 

instantiation the user enters a value for the primitive variable rather than the name as is 

the case with generics. For example, suppose it is desired to create a primitive that has 

the following line of VHDL: 

OUTPUT <= INPUT1 after DELAY; 

Here DELAY is a primitive variable. Note that prompts must be entered for Primitive 

Variables. The prompt for this Primitive Variable is: 

DELAY: Enter the device i/o delay (ex 10 ns) 

In this case if the user enters 100 ns, DELAY will be replaced by 100 ns in the VHDL 

code above. The results are different than for the case when DELAY is a TIME generic. 

If DELAY is a generic, the user will be prompted for the name of the generic upon 

primitive instantiation. Thus if the user entered OUT_.DEL, DELAY would be replaced 

by OUT_DEL in the VHDL code, and OUT_DEL would appear as a generic in the entity 

declaration for the model in which the primitive is being used. 

Primitive variables can also be used to create variable edge triggers. For 

example, a flip-flop primitive can be created that gives the user the following prompt 

upon instantiation: 

Enter a 1 for pos. edge trig., 0 for neg. edge trig: 
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Thus the primitive could be instantiated as a positive or negative edge triggered flip-flop. 

To do this a primitive variable is added to the primitive and used in the specified VHDL. 

The VHDL with a primitive variable called CLK_VALUE would be: 

if (CLK='CLK_VALUE' and not CLK'STABLE) then 

3.4 Using Parameterized Process Primitives 

As an example of the application of process primitives, consider the multiplier 

circuit shown in Figure 6 [16]. This circuit uses a shift-and-add technique to multiply 

two three-bit numbers. Once the multiplier and multiplicand have been loaded into the 

two shift registers, three clock pulses are applied to the clock line to produce the product, 

which is stored in the lower register. This circuit can easily be extended to operate on 

word lengths other than three. For a multiplier that operates on words of length n, four 

primitives are required to model the device: (1) two shift registers, one n-bits wide and 

another 2n-1 bits wide; (2) one register, 2n bits wide; (3) a 2n bit adder; and (4) a GATE 

primitive that passes the value of the multiplicand register into the adder if bit zero of the 

multiplier shift register is one. 

Figure 7 shows a model of a four-bit multiplier version of this multiplier created 

with Modeler's Assistant. The processes A_REG and B_REG are the multiplicand and 

multiplier shift registers, and_chain models the AND gates, adder is an eight-bit adder, 

and RESULT is the eight bit result register. The primitive shift_register was used to 

create both A_REG and B_REG. Figure 8 shows the PMG and specified VHDL for the 

shift_register primitive. For A_REG, the word length was specified as seven bits, while 

the word length for BLREG was specified as four bits. The RESULT process was 

created from the register primitive. The specified VHDL and PMG for this primitive 
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Figure 6. Multiplier Circuit 

are shown in Figure 9. The adder process was created from the ADDER primitive shown 

in Figure 10. Finally, the and_chain process was created from the GATE primitive 

shown in Figure 11. The complete VHDL source file generated by Modeler's Assistant 

for the multiplier example can be found in Appendix C. 

This example illustrates the usefulness of parameterized process primitives. The 

four-bit multiplier shown in Figure 6 could have easily been created as an eight-bit or 

sixteen-bit multiplier. With a library of process primitives, this model was created in a 

matter of minutes, much less time than would be required if the user had to prepare the 

VHDL file without the use of Modeler's Assistant. Research is currently underway to 

develop a complete library of process primitives for various levels of abstraction. 
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Figure 7. Process Model Graph for a Four-Bit Multiplier 
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Figure 8. VHDL and PMG for Shift Register Primitive 
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Figure 9. VHDL and PMG for REGISTER Primitive 
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Figure 10. VHDL and PMG for ADDER Primitive 
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Figure 11. VHDL and PMG for GATE Primitive 
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Chapter 4. Supernodes 

4.1 Motivation for Supernodes 

One of the limitations of VHDL is that processes are not hierarchical [17]. The 

language does not allow processes to be placed inside other processes. Nested procedure 

calls can be used, but this technique is awkward since values must be passed to and from 

the procedure in argument lists. Modeler's Assistant alleviates this difficulty through the 

use of Supernodes. Supernodes allow entire process model graphs to be represented by a 

single graphical entity (a cross-hatched circle). In addition, Supernodes can be used to 

develop VHDL structural models and to dynamically partition a model (see Chapter 5). 

Supemodes also allow for better organization of large and complex models. A 

process model graph consisting of a large number of processes would be awkward and 

difficult to work with. Supernodes allow a large PMG of this type to be partitioned into 

supernodes, with each supernode representing a portion of the overall PMG. Thus each 

supernode can be created independently and completely tested before incorporation into 
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the highest-level process model graph. Note that while Modeler's Assistant does allow 

supernodes to be used for structural model development, the type of behavioral model 

mentioned previously (a single entity along with an architecture consisting of multiple 

processes) can also be generated for models containing supernodes. 

4.2 Use of Supernodes 

Once a process model graph consisting only of processes has been created, the 

user can select the Make SN option from the Unit Menu in Modeler's Assistant. This 

results in a cross hatched-circle being displayed on the design screen. The user is 

prompted to select a location on the supernode symbol for each of the supernode ports. It 

is important to note the distinction between process, entity, and supernode ports. Process 

ports have no direct correspondence to a VHDL construct but rather are used to 

graphically represent the possible signal "connections" that may take place into a given 

process. For example, if a process is created with an input port INPUTA and an output 

port OUTPUT, Modeler's Assistant will automatically replace these port names with the 

names of the signals that are connected to the ports in the VHDL code. All ports that do 

not have signals connected to them are considered to be entity ports. These ports are also 

used when a supernode is created. However, if the supernode is then used in a process 

model graph and a signal is connected to the supernode port, that port will not appear in 

the VHDL entity declaration. 

After the user selects the locations of the supernode ports, the supernode is saved 

as a .sno file and may be used in a higher-level process model graph. To create a 

structural model, the user develops a process model graph consisting entirely of 

supernodes. When the VHDL Dump option is selected the user is given the option of 

creating a structural model or a purely behavioral model similar to those mentioned 
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previously. If the user selects the structural model option, each supernode in the model is 

high-lighted and the user is prompted to enter values for the generics used in that 

supernode. It should also be noted that the user is prompted for the port map names of 

the supernode at the time the supernode is added to the process model graph. This is 

necessary because the same supernode can be instantiated several times in the same 

process model graph and the user may desire corresponding supernode ports on different 

supemodes to have different names. 

Again, the main purpose in using supernodes is to speed up model development. 

Supernodes allow this by providing a graphical method of structural model development 

and by allowing a level of hierarchy above the VHDL process, which aids in the 

organization and testing of complex models. One of the most tedious tasks for the 

VHDL modeler is the creation of a structural model. In order to create a structural model 

using traditional techniques (a text editor), the user must type the port and generic 

description of each component used, a statement binding each component to a library 

module, and a component statement for every instance of the components used in the 

model. This component statement consists of a port map and a generic map, which maps 

Signals to ports and generic names to generic values. For large models this is a labor 

intensive process. Modeler's Assistant greatly reduces the time required to develop a 

structural model by performing all of these tasks automatically. Also, as will be seen in 

Chapter 5 , supemodes can by used to dynamically partition a model. 

4.3 An Example of Model Development Using Supernodes 

The look-ahead carry adder shown in Figure 12 will be used to illustrate the use 

of supernodes. It is assumed that this model is to be used to accurately simulate timing 

constraints and thus a low-level of abstraction is required to accurately model signal path 
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delays. The process model graph for a single fast adder is shown in Figure 13. Four full 

adder processes are used to model the actual adder and a single process is used to model 

the carry logic. Note that the full adders are each represented by a process in order to 

accurately model the "ripple" effect that is observed on the carry signals with an adder of 

this type. Figure 14 shows the results of the VHDL simulation for this device. Note that 

the ripple of the carry lines is easily observed. 
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Figure 12. Fast Adder With Look-Ahead Carry 

Adders of this type are normally "chained" together with the carry out from one 

Stage connected the carry in of the next stage. The delay through the carry logic is less 

than the delay through the carry outputs of the full adders and thus the result is available 

at the adder output in less time than for the normal adder without look-ahead carry. In 

order to model several of the four-bit adders chained together it is natural to use 

structural modeling. An example of a sixteen-bit adder created using the structural 

modeling capability of Modeler's Assistant is shown in Figure 15. Here a supernode has 

been created from the fast adder model, and four of these supernodes have been 
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interconnected to form a structural model. Note that while the same supernode 

(fast_adder) has been instantiated four times, the supernodes shown in Figure 15 have 

different port names for some of their ports. Actually, Modeler's Assistant displays the 

“portmap” names for supernodes on the design screen. The user is prompted for these 

names when each supernode is added to the process model graph. Appendix C lists the 

VHDL code for the fast adder and for the 16-bit adder (big_adder). 
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Chapter 5. Dynamic Partitioning 

5.1 Dynamic Partitioning 

When using Modeler's Assistant to model complex devices, the process model 

graph often becomes very large and difficult to work with. Through the use of the 

Explode SN and Collapse SN options the user can dynamically partition a process model 

graph into supernodes. This allows an additional level of hierarchy to be represented 

graphically. The Collapse Supernode option allows the user to select processes in a 

process model graph and "collapse" these processes into a single supernode. The 

Explode Supernode command performs the reverse operation, i.e. the user selects a 

supernode and that supernode is replaced on the design screen by its constituent 

processes. 

For very large process model graphs, the partitioning commands can be used to 

better organize the model. With a large number of processes (a dozen or so), the design 

screen on Modeler's Assistant can become cluttered, making it difficult to clearly see 
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interconnections. By using the partitioning commands, the user can collapse part of the 

process model graph into a supernode. This supernode can then be edited separately 

from the original process model graph. Also, once a complete process model graph is 

developed, it may be desired to collapse part of the PMG for use in another model. In 

this case the collapsed supernode is added to the PMG of the second model using the Add 

Supernode command. The supernode can remain in the process model graph as a 

supernode or the Explode Supernode option can be used to replace the supernode with its 

constituent processes. This technique can result in a significant decrease in model 

development time since portions of PMGs can be "shared" between models. 

The partitioning commands are also useful in structural model development. A 

"flat" process model graph consisting entirely of processes can be developed initially. 

The Collapse command can then be used to partition the model into supernodes. Once 

the process model graph is transformed into a graph consisting only of supernodes, a 

structural model can be generated. Note that generics can also be specified at this time. 

Using the Explode command, the process of partitioning the model can be reversed, and 

a new partitioning scheme can be explored. If it is desired to partition a model into units 

representing integrated circuits, the user simply partitions a model in such a way that 

each supernode corresponds to a single I.C. Appropriate values can be given to generics 

to simulate the effect of interchip delays, which can often be a limiting factor in the 

performance of systems that operate with extremely high clock rates. Using Modeler's 

Assistant, several different partitioning schemes can be modeled in order to determine the 

optimum partitioning of a model so that the degradation in performance due to interchip 

delays is minimized. 

Often, in the initial stages of a design, a high-level model of the entire device will 

be developed to test architectural correctness. Once verification at this level is achieved, 
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the model is partitioned into sub-modules. In a practical VHDL design environment, 

each member of the design team may be responsible for the implementation of a single 

module. Using Dynamic Partitioning, the model can be partitioned into supernodes. A 

VHDL file representing the behavior of the sub-component can then be generated. Note 

that this file describes the behavior of the sub-component only. The team member 

responsible for this module can use this file to verify the implementation of the module. 

For example, if the component is designed at the gate level, the gate-level simulation 

should match the high-level VHDL behavioral simulation. It may also be possible to 

generate the gate-level equivalent of the component by synthesizing the VHDL file for 

the component. 

The partitioning commands provide the user with a great deal of flexibility, 

especially when developing structural models. Also, large models can be better 

organized by using these commands. An example of dynamic partitioning will be 

discussed next. 

5.2 An Example of Dynamic Partitioning 

Figure 16 shows the process model graph for a simple CPU. The processes 

CNTRLOGC and CNTR cycle through the "microcode" for the CPU which is stored in 

the ROM process. The two multiplexers are used to pass data in the five registers, 

REGO-REG4, through the ALU. This PMG is quite complex due to the large number of 

signals and processes. As an example of how the Collapse SN operation functions, 

Figure 17 shows the PMG for the CPU after eight of the processes have been “collapsed” 

into a single supernode (block1). Note the VHDL generated for this PMG will be 

exactly the same as for the larger PMG. Figure 18 shows the PMG displayed when the 

"block1" supernode is inserted into a new process model graph and “exploded". Block1 
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represents all of the components in the CPU except those used to cycle through the 

microcoded control memory, and could be inserted into other models. From this 

example it is clear that supernodes allow for better organization. The PMG shown in 

Figure 17 is much easier to understand than the one in Figure 16. 

The Explode operation can be used to reverse the collapse operation and 

transform the PMG in Figure 17 back into the original CPU process model graph. The 

user can then perform another collapse operation and create a different partitioning of the 

model. Figure 19 shows the resulting process model graph when all of the processes in 

the CPU process model graph, except the oscillator, are collapsed into a supernode 

named “bigblock". This supernode represents the entire CPU model and can be used in 

other process model graphs. 
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Figure 19. Process Model Graph for Second Partitioning 
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Chapter 6. Other Enhancements 

6.1 Guarded Blocks 

One of the most useful constructs in the VHDL language is the guarded block. 

The guarded block contains a guard statement which can be used to trigger statements 

within the block. All statements containing the guarded clause are executed when the 

guard statement is true. This construct is useful in modeling edge-triggered devices 

(counters, registers, flip-flops, etc.). 

Modeler's Assistant allows guarded blocks to be used in much the same way as 

processes are used in the process model graph. Guarded blocks are represented on the 

design screen by two concentric circles with ports on the periphery of the outer circle. 

The user creates a guarded block as a process. After the ports are added to the process, 

the user selects Guard from the Add menu. Modeler's Assistant then allows the user to 

enter a guard expression in the text input area. The guard can then be saved and used in 

process model graphs. 
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Figure 20 shows a guarded block created on Modeler's Assistant. The VHDL 

generated by Modeler's Assistant for the guarded block is also shown. 

6.2 User Types 

One of the limitations of the previous version of Modeler's Assistant was that 

only a small number of types were available for ports, constants, and variables. This 

problem was alleviated by allowing the user to place custom type declarations in a 

package, which is parsed by Modeler's Assistant so that all types contained in the 

package are displayed on a menu. When adding a port, variable, or constant, the user can 

select one of the standard types available with Modeler's Assistant, or the menu option 

User Type can be selected. This results in a menu being displayed that lists all of the 

types contained in the package USER_TYPES, from which the user selects the desired 

type. 

6.3 Enhanced Editing Features 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the previous version of Modeler's Assistant had 

limited editing capabilities. While developing a process model graph, there was no way 

to edit the constituent processes without leaving the PMG editor. The unit menu option 

Edit Process was added to alleviate this problem. This command allows the user to 

select a process from the current process model graph and edit that process without 

abandoning the current PMG editing session. The edited process is automatically saved 

and updated in the PMG. 

Another limitation of the previous version was the lack of a Primitive Editing 

capability. Once a primitive was saved, the only way to alter the primitive was to in 
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DFF_1: block (CLK="1° and not CLK’STABLE) or CLR = 19 

begin 
Q <= guarded '0’ when CLR = 1’ eise D; 

end block DFF_1; 

  

  

          

  

Figure 20. PMG and VHDL for DFF Guarded Block 
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effect "re-create" it by loading the module file from which the primitive was created and 

re-entering all of the prompts used by the primitive. For complex primitives, this can be 

a time-consuming process. The current version includes an Edit Primitive option 

which allows primitives to be edited in the same way as processes are edited. 

6.4 Initialization of Variables and Memory Modeling Capability 

It is often desired to initialize variables and signals when creating VHDL models. 

Modeler's Assistant provides this capability with the Initialize menu options found in the 

Unit and Process menus. Initialize can be selected from the process menu to initialize 

variables and constants, and from the unit menu to initialize signals. The user can enter 

the initial value directly or specify a data file that contains the initialization value. 

Memories (RAMS and ROMS) can be modeled in Modeler's Assistant using user 

defined types and the variable initialization capability. Since memories are typically 

arrays of type BIT_VECTOR, a line similar to the following can be placed in the 

package USER_TYPES: 

type MEMORY is array (0 to 31) of BIT_VECTOR(3 downto 0); 

This will allow a variable of type MEMORY to be created in Modeler's Assistant. Next, 

Initialize is selected from the process menu. For arrays of BIT_VECTORS it is more 

practical to specify a file containing the initial value rather than entering the value in the 

text prompt area. To initialize a variable of type MEMORY, a file similar to the 

following would be created: 

("1001", "0000", "0100", *1111*, "0101", "0001", "1110", 0101", 
"1101", *0010", "0100", "1011", "0111", "1001", "0010", 0100", 
"1111", *°0010", *°1100*, "1110", "0101", "0101", "1010", 0000", 

"1000", "0100", "0100", "0011", "0101", "0000", "0000", 0001") 
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The user would specify the name of this file when prompted for the initial value of the 

variable. 

6.5 Miscellaneous Enhancements 

In addition the enhancements already mentioned, many other changes have been 

made to Modeler's Assistant in order to increase its usefulness. A large number of 

changes have been made to the tool to make it more “user friendly". Other changes were 

made in order to allow the user to use all of the features found in the VHDL language. 
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Chapter 7. A Structured Approach to Model Development 

7.1 VHDL Design Environment 

Figure 21 shows the VHDL design environment being used at Virginia Tech. 

This system resides on a network of Sun Sparc Stations. The modeler uses Modeler's 

Assistant along with the Primitive Library to produce a VHDL behavioral model. This 

model is then analyzed using the Synopsys VHDL analyzer [18]. The analyzer can be 

invoked directly from Modeler's Assistant. Once the model is analyzed, the Synopsys 

simulation tools are used to verify the correctness of the model. If functional errors are 

found during the simulation process, Modeler's Assistant can be used to edit the model 

and recreate the VHDL file. 

7.2 Basic Model Development Procedure 

The basic approach to model development with Modeler's Assistant 

consists of the following steps: 
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Figure 21. VHDL Design Environment 
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(1) Clearly define the function of the entity to be modeled (this usually requires 
relating events that occur at I/O ports). 

(2) If the internal structure of the entity is of interest, decide on the sub-modules 
into which the entity will be decomposed. If the internal structure of the entity 
is not of interest, the sub-modules may be purely functional in nature. 

(3) Use primitives to represent modules in the PMG where possible. Because the 
primitives are completely precoded and user-definable (i.e. a register 
primitive can be instantiated as being a four-bit, eight-bit, etc. register) this 
Step results in significant speedup in model development time. 

(4) Specify in VHDL the behavior of all sub-modules for which there is not an 
applicable primitive in the primitive library. 

(5) Connect the sub-modules (may be processes, primitives, or super-nodes) using 
the PMG editor. 

Using this procedure, the time required to develop a VHDL model is greatly reduced. As 

an example, consider the multiplier model discussed in Chapter 3. Here the multiplier 

circuit was partitioned into five sub components: two shift registers, an adder, a register, 

and a block of combinatorial logic. Primitives were used for all of the components, thus 

greatly reducing the time required to develop the model. 

Structural models are developed by using the Collapse and Explode commands to 

create Supernodes from a "flat" process model graph containing only processes. Each 

Supernode will become a component in the structural model. The partitioning of the 

model can be dynamically altered using the supernode collapse and explode options. 

One of the benefits of using Modeler's Assistant is that a graphical description of 

the model (the process model graph) is developed along with the model. The process 

model graph is useful in model documentation. The PMG clearly shows the basic 

organization of a model. Just as a flowchart can be used to show the structure of a high- 

level-language program, the process model graph can be used to convey the structure of a 
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VHDL behavioral model. For complex models, many pages of VHDL must be read in 

order to understand the function of the device being modeled. The PMG provides a 

graphical representation of the model that aids in the understanding of a large VHDL 

model. 
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Future Work 

8.1 Future Work 

There are several areas where Modeler's Assistant can be further developed. 

These factors define the "realm" in which Modeler's Assistant is truly beneficial. The 

process model graph representation limits the size and complexity of the models that can 

be developed. For example, with a large number of processes/supernodes in a process 

model graph, the large number of signals needed to interconnect the modules can 

"clutter" the screen. This is due to the fact that Modeler's Assistant draws signals at 

various angles rather than only vertically and horizontally, as is the case with packages 

used to do board level design (interconnections of I.C.s). Also, since each process is 

represented by a circle, the number of ports that can be placed on the periphery is 

limited. The structure of Modeler's Assistant depends very heavily on the data structure 

used (see Appendix B). This data structure has been maintained in the enhanced version 

of Modeler's Assistant in order to maintain compatibility (several other software tools 
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being developed at Virginia Tech must interface to Modeler's Assistant and hence its data 

structure). During the enhancement of the tool, it was desired to store additional 

information in this data structure (guarded blocks, initialization values, supernodes, etc.). 

Storing new information in the existing data structure was rather difficult in some cases, 

and may limit the extent to which the tool can be further enhanced. 

Currently, an intermediate process must be created that "splits" a signal of type 

BIT_VECTOR into individual bits. If a process port is of type BIT_VECTOR, there is 

no way to have one bit of the bit vector connected to a process in another port of type 

BIT. Several enhancements could be made in order to make primitives more useful. 

First, when the user instantiates a primitive, some of the ports in the primitive will not be 

used and will become entity ports. Some method of “tying off" these ports could be 

added to Modeler's Assistant so that these unwanted primitive ports will not appear in the 

entity declaration for the model. Also, once a primitive is instantiated in a process model 

graph, if the user uses the Edit Process command to edit the primitive, a change in one of 

the port names will not be automatically changed in the VHDL code. The CHANGE 

port command could be modified to automatically change the port name in the specified 

VHDL as well as the PMG. Other enhancements that can be made to Modeler's Assistant 

include: an on-line help system, a automatic test-bench generator, and better escape 

mechanisms. 

8.2 Conclusions 

Modeler's Assistant has been enhanced significantly since the previous version. 

The tool now allows most VHDL constructs to be used. Also, the tool supports the 

development and use of parameterized process primitives, which greatly reduce the time 

required to develop a VHDL behavioral model. Supernodes provide the user with a level 
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of hierarchy above the VHDL process. Supernodes can also be used to develop structural 

models. Features have been added to make the tool more "user-friendly". Modeler's 

Assistant is being used as a platform for research in automatic test generation for VHDL 

behavioral models, specification of device behavior in natural language, timing insertion, 

and primitive library coverage for various levels of abstraction. 

Despite the limitations mentioned in the previous section, Modeler's Assistant 

does allow VHDL models to developed more quickly than with traditional techniques. 

The primitive library is a key element in the operation of the tool, and the continued 

development of this library should result in increased usefulness of the tool. 
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Appendix A: User's Manual for Modeler's Assistant Version 3 

Introduction: 

This manual details the use of Modeler's Assistant for VHDL behavioral model 

development. Model Development with the system consists of two basic tasks: 

(1) Creation of Processes/Primitives 

(2) Development of Process Model Graphs (PMGs) 

In addition, Supernodes can be used to develop structural models and to explore 

partitioning alternatives. Sections 1 and 2 of this manual describe the development of 

processes and primitives, section 3 describes PMG development, and section 4 details the 

use of supernodes. Section 5 describes some of the limitations of the current version and 

a list of difficulties that might be encountered while using Modeler's Assistant. New 

Figure 22 shows the Modeler's Assistant window. This window is displayed 

when the executable modas is invoked from the command line. The Design Screen 

displays the process model graph currently being development, the Prompt Area displays 

textual prompts to the user, the Input Area is used to accept textual input via the 

keyboard, and the menu area displays the current menu (an item on this menu is selected 

by clicking the first mouse button on the desired item). Figure 23 illustrates the basic 

approach to model development using Modeler's Assistant. Modas generates a VHDL 

behavioral model from the information contained in the PMG, from primitives contained 

in the primitive library, and from the user-specified VHDL for each process in the PMG. 
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Figure 22. The Modeler's Assistant Window 
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Section 1 - Development of Processes 

1.1 Process Ports 

In order to create a process, Create should be selected followed by Process. 

Modas then prompts the user for the name of the process. The process is represented by 

a small circle on the design screen. Normally, the first step in the creation of a process is 

the addition of process ports. To do this the menu sequence Add, Port is selected. After 

entering the port name, the user is prompted to select the port type from a list of possible 

types in the menu area. All of the basic VHDL types are included in this menu. In 

addition, several special types (MVL, TSL, etc.) are included in the type menu and are 

described in the package VHDLCAD.vhd (this is the standard package used by modas). 

For vector types (BIT. VECTOR, MVL_VECTOR, etc.) the user is prompted to enter the 

vector range ("m to n" or "m downto n"). If the value entered for n is greater than the 

value entered for m, then the vector will be of the form (m to n). If n is less than m, then 

the vector will be of the form (m downto n). When prompted for m, the user can also 

enter "v" for a variable length vector. This is used when the process is to be a primitive. 

In this case the user will be prompted to enter m,n when the primitive is instantiated. 

This allows primitives to be generalized (thus, a REGISTER primitive could be 

instantiated as a four-bit, eight-bit, etc. register). 

The last entry in the port type menu is User Type. If this is selected a list of 

user-defined types (as defined in the package USER_TYPES.vhd) will be displayed and 

the user can make a selection from this list. 
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1.2 Adding a Process Port to the Sensitivity List 

To add a port to the process sensitivity list, Add followed by Sense should be 

selected from the process menu. The user is then prompted to select the port to be added 

to the process sensitivity list. A "sensitized" port is represented by a small filled circle on 

the design screen. Note that when a signal is connected to a process port (this will be 

described in detail later) all occurrences of the port name in the specified VHDL will be 

replaced by the signal name. If the port is in the sensitivity list, the port name will also 

be replaced by the signal name here. 

1.3 Process Variables 

Adding variables to processes is much like adding ports. From the process menu, 

Add is selected followed by Variable. After entering the variable name, the type must 

be selected. This is done in exactly the same way as ports. The user is lastly prompted 

to select the location of the variable (represented by an unfilled square). This is done by 

clicking the first mouse button somewhere inside the process circle. 

1.4 Constants 

To add a constant, the user must select Add from the process menu, followed by 

Constant. Again, the name and type of the constant must be selected. Note that unlike 

variables and ports, vector-type constants cannot be given a "variable" designation. 

Constants are represented on the design screen by small filled squares inside processes. 

1.5 Initializing Variables and Constants 

Variables and constants can be given initial values by selecting Initialize from the 

process menu. Next, either Variable or Constant is selected. After selecting the desired 
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variable/constant with the mouse, the user is prompted to enter the initial value. For 

example, if the variable COUNT, which is of type BIT_VECTOR(3 downto 0) is 

initialized, the user would enter a vector value like "0110". Note that the quotes should 

be included when entering the initial value in the Input Area. If a variable/constant of 

type BIT is initialized, '1' or ‘0' should be entered. If the initial value is long, as in the 

case of an array of BIT_VECTORs, the user can create a text file containing the initial 

value and have modas read this file to produce the initial value. This is done by entering 

*filename for the initial value (for example, if the file is VALUE.dat, then *VALUE.dat 

would be entered for the initial value). 

When modeling memories, arrays of BIT_VECTORS need to be initialized. To 

do this in Modeler's Assistant the user must first include a "memory type” in the package 

USER_TYPES.vhd. For example: 

type MEM is array (0 to 31) of BIT_VECTOR(3 downto 0). 

In modas a variable of this type can be created by selecting User Type and then MEM. 

Next, the variable is initialized by using a filename as described previously. Since the 

initial value of a variable of this type is quite lengthy, it should be put in a text file. 

1.6 Generics 

Add followed by Generic should be selected in order to create a generic. Several 

types can be selected for the generic, but the most used type will naturally be time. 

Generics are not represented by any graphical symbol on the design screen. 

1.7 Specifying the Functionality of a Process 

The last step in the creation of a process is the specification, in VHDL, of the 

process functionality. This is the VHDL that goes between the begin and end statements 
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in the VHDL processes. To do this, Specify is selected from the process menu. This 

Causes a text-input window to be displayed. This window is divided into two sections: 

the top section displays the process ports, variables, generics, etc. and the lower section is 

a text input window. The user simply enters in VHDL in the text-input section as would 

be done with any full-screen text editor. Several text-editing commands are available in 

the specify window. <CTRL-F> can be used to invoke search and replace commands 

and <CTRL-I> can be used to import a text file into the specify window. When the user 

is finished, OK can be selected from the top of the window to return to the process 

menu. Also, CANCEL can be selected to ignore any changes made to the VHDL. 

1.8 Viewing the VHDL, and Editing Processes 

To view the VHDL code for a process, Show VHDL can be selected from the 

process menu. A window displaying the VHDL will be displayed and Continue can be 

selected to return to the process menu. 

Several menu options can be used to edit processes. They include Change, 

Delete, and Move. Change is used to change port, variable, constant, generic, and 

process names. Delete is used to delete ports, constants, variables, and generics. Move 

can be used to move ports (small circles), constants (filled squares), and variables 

(unfilled squares) on the design screen. To edit the VHDL code for the process, Specify 

can be selected. After a process has be saved, Edit followed by Process can be selected 

to edit the process. 

1.9 Creating Guarded Blocks 

Modeler's Assistant also supports the guarded block construct. To create a 

guarded block, a process is developed as described previously. Next, Add followed by 
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Guard is selected. The user then is prompted to enter a guard statement in the text input 

area (for example: "CLK='1' and not CLK'STABLE"). The guarded block is represented 

on the design screen in exactly the same way as the process with the addition of a smaller 

circle inside the process circle. Note that any sensitized ports will be ignored if a guard 

is present. In the generated VHDL for the model, the guarded blocks will begin with 

block ( "guard statement") rather than process ( "sensitivity list"). 

Section 2.0 Creation of Primitives 

2.1 Entering Primitive Prompts 

In order to create a primitive, a process must first be created as described in 

Section 1. After the process is completed, Primitive must be selected from the process 

menu. A window is displayed for input of the primitive prompts. These are prompts that 

will be displayed in the Text Prompt area when the primitive is instantiated. A prompt is 

of the form object:prompt where object can be a port, generic, or primitive variable 

(these will be described later). For each port and generic, a prompt must be entered 

telling the user to enter a name for the port or generic when instantiated. The default will 

be the original name of the port/generic. A prompt for each Primitive Variable must be 

entered telling the user to enter a value that will replace the Primitive Variable name in 

the VHDL code. Once the prompts are correctly entered the process will be saved as a 

primitive file. Instantiation of primitives will be described later. 

2.2 Developing Generalized Primitives 

As mentioned earlier, primitives can be made general. One way to do this is to 

create ports with variable vector lengths. In addition to this special keywords and VHDL 
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attributes can be used in the specified VHDL that relate to the variable-length ports. This 

allows the user to write VHDL that is generalized. The following standard VHDL 

attributes can be used to create generalized VHDL: 

‘LEFT returns the left index range of an array. 

‘RIGHT retums the right index range of an array. 

‘HIGH returns the greater index of the array range. 

‘LOW returns the lesser index of the array range. 

‘RANGE returns either "m to n" or "m downto n". 

Modeler's Assistant also allows the user to use special keywords in the specified VHDL. 

Some of these keywords perform functions analogous to the VHDL keywords, however, 

the keywords will be replaced by actual values in the VHDL code while the VHDL 

attributes will remain unchanged in the VHDL. In some cases it may be more desirable 

to have the actual values in the code. These keywords are in the form #portname.key, 

where portname is name of the variable-length, vector-type port and key is a special key 

that indicates the function of the keyword. The keywords are: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

#portname.high - If this keyword is present in the specified VHDL, it will be 
replaced by the user-entered value of m or n, depending on which is greater, upon 
primitive Instantiation. 

#portname.low - Produces the value of the lesser of m and n. 

#portname.range - This gives the complete vector range of the port (either "m to 
n" or "m downto n". 

#portname.zeros - This produces a string equivalent to all zeros. For example if 
the vector range was 4 downto 1, this value would be 0000 (quotes are not 
included). 

#portname.+1m - Produces the value of m+1. 

#portname.+1n - Produces the value of n+1. 
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(7) #portname.-1n - Produces the value of n-1. 

(8) | #portname.-1m - Produces the value of m-1. 

As an example of the use of these keywords, consider a process that has two ports, 

INPUT, which is of type BIT_.VECTOR(m to n) and OUTPUT, which is of type 

INTEGER. A variable named COUNT of type BIT_VECTOR(m to n) (the same range 

as INPUT) is also present. Suppose that the port input was created with a variable 

designation, and the function of the process is to count the number of ones present in 

INPUT and assign this sum to OUTPUT. The specified VHDL for this primitive would 

be: 

for i in #INPUT. range loop 

if (INPUT(i) = '1') then 

COUNT := COUNT + 1; 

end if; 

end loop; 

OUTPUT <= COUNT after 10 ns; 

Thus this primitive could be instantiated as having an INPUT of any vector length and 

the correct value for #INPUT.range would be placed in the VHDL code. 

In addition to special keywords, the user can add Primitive Variables to a process 

by selecting Add followed by Prim Variable from the process menu. Primitive 

variables are similar to generics except that upon primitive instantiation the user enters a 

value for the primitive variable rather than the name as is the case with generics. For 

example, suppose it is desired to create a primitive that has the following line of VHDL: 

OUTPUT <= INPUT1 after DELAY; 

Here DELAY is a primitive variable. Note that prompts must be entered for Primitive 

Variables. The prompt for this Primitive Variable is: 
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DELAY: Enter the device i/o delay (ex 10 ns) 

In this case if the user enters 100 ns, DELAY will be replaced by 100 ns in the VHDL 

code above. The results are different than for the case when DELAY is a TIME generic. 

If DELAY is a generic, the user will be prompted for the name of the generic upon 

primitive instantiation. Thus if the user entered OUT_DEL, DELAY would be replaced 

by OUT_DEL in the VHDL code, and OUT_DEL would appear as a generic in the entity 

declaration for the model in which the primitive is being used. 

Primitive variables can also be used to create variable edge triggers. For example 

a flip-flop primitive could be created that gives the user the following prompt upon 

instantiation: 

Enter a 1 for pos. edge trig., 0 for neg. edge trig: 

Thus the primitive could be instantiated as a positive or negative edge triggered flip-flop. 

To do this a primitive variable is added to the primitive and used in the specified VHDL. 

The VHDL with a primitive variable called CLK_VALUE would be: 

if (CLK='CLK_VALUE' and not CLK'STABLE) then 

2.3 Editing Primitives 

Once a primitive has been saved, it can be edited by selecting Edit followed by 

Primitive from the main menu. This allows all features of the primitive, including 

prompts, to be edited just as a process is edited. 

Section 3.0 Creation of Units and Process Model Graphs 

3.1 Adding Processes to a Process Model Graph 
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The final step in the development of a behavioral model using Modeler's 

Assistant is the development of a process model graph. To create a PMG, the user 

selects Create followed by Unit. Processes can be added by selecting Add followed by 

Process from the unit menu. The user is then prompted to select a location for the 

process on the design screen. Once the process is on the design screen a number of menu 

items allow the process to be edited. If Edit Process is selected, modas allows the user 

to edit the process as described in Section 1.8. Move allows the location of the process 

on the design screen to changed. 

3.2 Adding Primitives to a Process Model Graph 

Primitives can be instantiated in the process model graph by selecting Add 

followed by Primitive from the unit menu. This causes a list of primitives to be 

displayed (modas displays all .prm that are present in the current working directory). 

Once a primitive is selected, the user must reply to all of the prompts for the process (see 

Section 2.1). Also, the user will be prompted to enter the vector ranges for all vector 

type ports that were given a variable designation when the primitive was created. 

Finally, the user is prompted for a filename to which the new process will be saved. 

Note that once a primitive has been instantiated as a process (.mod file), this process can 

be added to other PMGs as described in Section 3.1. 

3.3 Adding Signals to a Process Model Graph 

After adding the desired processes and primitives to the process model graph, the 

next step is to interconnect the processes with signals. Just as each process in the PMG 

corresponds to an actual VHDL process in the generated code, each signal in the process 

model graph corresponds to an actual VHDL signal. The command sequence Add 
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followed by Signal is used to add a signal to the PMG. The user is prompted for the 

name, source port, and destination port of the signal. Signals are represented on the 

design screen by an arrow with the tip pointing to the destination port if the signal is 

from a port of mode out to a port of mode in or tips are displayed at both ends of the 

arrow if one port is of mode inout and the other is of mode in. The Add Signal command 

will allow the user to continue adding signals to the process model graph until the user 

selects "empty-space" on the design screen when prompted for a source port. 

The mode of process ports are determined from the specified VHDL code for the 

process. If a signal assignment statement that drives the port is present in the specified 

VHDL, the port is designated as mode out. If a signal assignment statement that reads 

the port is present, then the mode is in. If a statement of each type is present (one that 

reads, one that drives), then the port is mode inout. Modeler's Assistant uses port mode 

information to warn the user of resolution errors. For example, if the user attempts to 

connect a signal of type BIT_.VECTOR between two ports that are of mode out, or 

between two ports of mode out and inout, Modeler's Assistant will not allow the signal to 

be connected and will display the error message "Unresolved Signal". If, however the 

signals are of type TSL_VECTOR, Modeler's Assistant will allow the signals to be 

connected. This is because TSL_VECTOR is defined in the package VHDLCAD with a 

bus resolution function. VHDL requires a resolution function to be used for any signal 

that is driven by multiple processes. 

3.4 Initializing Signals 

Signals can be initialized in the same way as variables and constants. Initialize is 

selected from the unit menu. The user selects the signal and enters the initialization 

value in aggregate form. 
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3.5 Entity Ports and Generics 

All process ports that have no signal connected to them in the process model 

graph are considered to be entity ports. Note that if two processes have a port with the 

same name and no signals connected to them, modas will consider these process ports to 

be the same entity port. The two ports must have different names if they are intended to 

be separate entity ports. 

Modeler's Assistant searches through all of the processes and supernodes in PMG 

to locate generics. All generics found in this search appear in the entity declaration. 

3.6 Editing the Process Model Graph 

The unit menu options Delete, Move, and Change can be used to edit the 

process model graph. Delete is used to remove a process or signal from the PMG, Move 

is used to change the location of a process, and Change is used to change the name of a 

process or signal. 

3.7 Generating the VHDL Code for the Model 

Show VHDL produces the complete VHDL for the current PMG. As mentioned 

earlier, this consists of an entity declaration with a single architectural body. The 

architectural body consists of a number of processes. VHDL Dump is used to save the 

VHDL code to a file. 

Modeler's Assistant can be directly interfaced to a VHDL analyzer to analyze the 

code for a model. To do this, the environment variable VCADANALYZE should be set 
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to the path/executable of the analyzer. For example, the following line links modas with 

the Synopsys analyzer: 

setenv VCADANALYZER /home/synopsys/sparc/sim/vhdlan 

If Analyze is selected from the unit menu, a window pops up and the results of the 

analyzer are displayed. 

Section 4 Model Development Using Supernodes 

4.1 Creating a Supernode 

Once a process model graph is complete it can be saved as a supernode. 

Supernodes allow entire PMGs to be represented by a single graphical symbol on the 

design screen (a cross-hatched circle). To create a supernode, the user selects Make SN 

from the unit menu. This results in a cross-hatched circle being displayed on the design 

screen. All process ports that do not have signals connected to them are considered to be 

supernode ports. The user is prompted to select the location of each of the ports on the 

supernode. Finally the supernode is saved as a .sno file, and the user is returned to the 

unit menu. 

4.2 Using Supernodes in Process Model Graphs 

By selecting Add followed by Supernode from the unit menu, the user can add a 

supernode to a process model graph. The user is also prompted to enter port names for 

each of the ports in the supernode. This allows the user to have multiple instances of a 

supernode in the PMG with different port names. If the user creates a VHDL structural 

model, the port names entered at the time of instantiation will appear in the port map 

clause for each instance of the supernode. A PMG can consist of interconnections of 

supernodes, processes, or both. Signals can be used to connect supernodes to supernodes 
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or processes to supernodes. Supernodes provide the modeler with a method of 

graphically representing hierarchy. 

4.3 Creating a Structural Model With Supernodes 

If a PMG consists only of supernodes, a structural model can be developed where 

each supernode is a VHDL component. To view the VHDL model, the user selects 

Show VHDL. If the PMG consists only of supernodes, modas will ask the user if a 

structural model is desired. If the user replies yes, a structural VHDL model is produced. 

VHDL Dump writes the code to a .vhd file. If any of the supernodes contain generics, 

the user is prompted for the generic values. 

If a structural model is not desired, a VHDL file similar to those discussed 

previously will be produced. 

4.4 Using the Explode and Collapse Supernode Options 

Two commands on the unit menu, Explode SN and Collapse SN allow the user 

to explore partitioning alternatives in structural models. Explode SN allows the user to 

select a supernode on the design screen and “explode” the supernode by displaying the 

constituent processes of the supernode rather than the single cross-hatched circle that 

represents the supernode. The user is prompted to place each of the processes at a 

desired location on the design screen. Collapse SN performs the opposite function. 

When this command is selected, the user is prompted to select a number of processes in 

the current process model graph. The signals “captured” in the collapsing operation must 

be internal to the supernode, i.e., there can be no port among the selected processes that 

drives a signal connected to one of the selected processes, and also drives another signal 

that is connected to a process that has not been selected. A running count of the number 
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of selected processes is displayed in the text prompt area during this operation. The user 

selects empty space in the design screen when the selection process is complete. This 

results in the replacement of the selected processes with a single supernode. By using 

these two commands, the user can easily explore partitioning alternatives in structural 

models. 
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Section 5. Trouble-Shooting 

Should any of the following difficulties be encountered while using modas, the 

corresponding actions should be taken: 

   

   

  

    

SPEC ee 
Text prompt area becomes filled with a | Enlarge the modas window. 
solid color. 

  

  

“Unresolved Signal" error occurs when | Modas won't allow unresolved signals to 
connecting signals between processes. be connected (this would produce an error 

during VHDL _ simulation). Two 
processes cannot drive the same signal 
without a resolution function. Types TSL 
and TSL_VECTOR are defined in 
VHDLCAD with resolution functions. 

  

Processes won't load properly - processes | Reduce the length of the process name. 
appear as circles only. 

  

Unable to connect signals between ports. | Make sure that the names of the process 
ports match the names used in the 
specified VHDL. 

OR 

Try repositioning the pointer when 
selecting the source and destination ports. 

  

Modas will not accept the initialization | In this case the initial value is too long 
value for a variable. and should be stored in a file (see section 

1.5). 

  

Program crashes when saving a unit, | Don't run multiple copies of modas in the 
module, or primitive. same working directory.         
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It should also be noted that Modeler's Assistant is currently under development and 

several improvements will be made to future versions. First, there is no way to connect a 

single bit of a port that is type BIT_VECTOR to another port of type BIT. Currently this 

must be done by creating a "splitting" process that receives the BIT_.VECTOR as input 

and outputs individual bits of the vector. Also, when instantiating a primitive, unwanted 

ports will remain in the PMG. These ports may not be needed in the model but will 

appear in the entity declaration. In the future, a method of tying these ports high or low 

will be provided. 
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Appendix B: Programming Guide For Modeler's Assistant 

Introduction 

The purpose of this manual is to (1) Explain the basic operation and structure of 

the source code for Modeler's Assistant, and (2) provide documentation explaining how 

to interface to Modeler's Assistant. Modeler's Assistant is written in C and X-Windows 

under the UNIX environment. The Xt Toolkit along with the Athena widget set are used 

to implement most of the graphics in the system. The source code is contained in 

fourteen C files and five header files. The following is a brief description of the contents 

of each of the source files: 

modasTop.c 

This is the file that contains function main. Contains various start-up functions. 

Declares global variables, sets up the widgets used in the graphical interface, contains 
various drawing functions (these use Xlib). The last function performed in main is the 
entry into the main loop: XtAppMainLoop(). 

vead.c 

Contains functions Vcad_Prompt and Vcad_Get_Info (the main two functions used to 

display and input textual information). Several other functions associated with user 
input. | 

variables.c 

Contains functions associated with variables and constants (adding, drawing, editing, 

etc.) 

units.c 

Contains callback functions for the unit menu and others. Contains the load_unit 

function. 

statement.c 

Contains only three functions: MakeSignal, MakeDest, and MakeSource. 

signals.c 
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Contains functions for creating, displaying, and editing signals. 

primitives.c 
This file contains functions that allow the creation of primitives. Contains 
VcadPrimCalled which is used to instantiate a primitive. 

ports.c 

Contains functions that allow the creation, displaying, and editing of process ports. 

modules.c 

Functions that allow loading, creating, and editing processes. Also contains the 
AddSignal function. 

misc.c 

This is the file that contains vhdlQ, the function that actually generates the VHDL for a 
given PMG. Also contains the functions associated with "specify" and "analyze". Other 
miscellaneous functions. 

menus.c 

Contains the function Vcad_MakeMenu, which is used to generate the various menus 

used in Modeler's Assistant (actually this routine only changes some of the resources for 
the list widget). Also contains MainCalled, the callback function for the main menu. 
Note that the menus dictate the flow of the program, i.e., the program starts in function 
main which calls XtAppMainLoop(). Control remains in this loop until an item on the 
main menu is selected (by clicking the first mouse button). This results in MainCalled 
being executed. MainCalled then calls Vcad_MakeMenu which displays a new menu 
(create, edit, etc.) and the returns control back to XtAppMainLoop. 

generics.c 

Contains functions associated with generics. 

expr.c 

Contains the function EvalType(). 

supernodes.c 
Contains functions that allow supernode creation, editing, exploding and collapsing. 
Also contains the function vhdl_structQ which is used to produce structural models. 

externs.h 

This file is included in each of the fourteen files listed above. It contains "extern" 

Statements for all functions that are called from functions in files different from the file 

in which the function is contained. 
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macros.h 
Contains macros that allow easier manipulation of the a_node structure. These macros 
are used extensively in modas. 

vhdl.h 
Contains various “define” statements for constants. Declares globally used structures 
(a_node etc.). Contains extern statements for global variables (these are defined in 

modasTop.c but they must have an extern entry in vhdl.h to be used in other files). 

xinclude.h 

This is simply a list of "includes" for the X11, Xaw and other include files used in 

modas. 

sn.h 

Hold bitmap pattern for supernode cross hatch pattern. 

vead.icon 

Stores bitmap for Modeler's Assistant's icon. 

Section 1 - Overview of the Graphical Interface 

As mentioned earlier the Athena widget set is used to implement the graphics. 

Figure 24 shows the parent-child relationship of each of the widgets used in Modeler's 

Assistant. Also shown in parentheses by each widget is the widget class. In addition to 

the widgets shown in Figure 24, several pop-widgets are used (specify, primitive, etc.) 

These are all children of the form widget. 
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fo 

(formWidget 

viewpo' listlabel list textprompt texiget 
(viewportWidgetClass)(labelWidgetClass) (listWidgetGlass\asciilextWidgetClassXasciffextWidgetCiass) 

bitmap mS ‘ . , 
(widgetClass) ~ ‘ , 

  

Figure 24. Relationship of Widgets Used in Modeler's Assistant 

Section 2 The Data Structure Used by Modeler's Assistant 

Modeler's Assistant uses a linked-list type data structure. All of the process 

model graph information is stored in the array Node[], which is of type a_node (see 

Figure 25 below). Each node stores information for an object. Objects can be ports, 

variables, modules, supernodes, etc. Name stores the name of the object; type is an 

integer code used to identify the type of object (signal, port, etc.); rect stores the location 

of the object on the screen (it defines a rectangle that bounds the object); and ptr[0-5] are 

used differently (depending on the type of object) as pointers to other nodes in the array, 

or to store information about the object. 

Figure 26 illustrates the linked-list data-structure. Here each circle represents a 

single element in the array Node[] (each element is a structure of type a_node). The lines 

show how the pointers ptr[0-5] are used to point to other elements in the array. For 
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example, in a unit node, ptr [1] points to a signal, ptr[0] points to a module (process), and 

ptr[5] points to a supernode. The following table lists in detail the function of each field 

for each of the possible node types. Note that macro names are used in the table when a 

ptr is used to point to another node (for example in a Unit node, there is a macro defined 

in macros.h called TopModRef that points to the top module ref node of the unit). 

  

  

typedef struct { typedef struct{ 
char name[32]; int Xmin; 
int type; int Ymin; 
int ptr[6]; int Xmax; 
rect R; int Ymax; 

} a_node; 
  

Figure 25. Structures used in Modeler‘s Assistant Linked List 
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' 

top signal signal signal 

>—-—( —-—C) 
1 2 

YO bb OO 
src dst sfc dst src dst 

top module ref module ref 
1 

module module 

e 

1 

OO) @ @ ports 
e ports 

( ) (variables Variables 

UO) @ (generics   
  

  

5 Oy ’ generics 

5 ( ) @ constants constant 

& ~~ : super node ref 
top super node ref 

6 
top super node - 

@ : 
O OO nr 

Portnep : : 

Pertmap 6 \ 

src dst src dst src —_ dst 

top module ref module ref 

module 
@ module 

D-O)-O ror 
ports 

UO) @ @ variables Variables 

U O UO) generics generics 

OO @ @ constants constants 

Figure 26. Linked-List Data Structure. 
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ob 0 

Unit (12) TopModRef 

TopOfModule 

SuperNodeOf 

TopModRef 

NextPort 

NextPortMap   
2.1 Port, Variable, and Constant Types. 

As shown in the above table, one pointer is used in nodes of type port, variable 

and constant to store the type of the object. These type values are represented by an 

integer (16 bits) broken into three five-bit segments. The least significant bits store the 

base type of the object. Possible base types are shown below: 

Bit 00001 
MVL 00010 
Boolean 00100 

Integer 00101 
Real 00110 
Time 00111 

User Types (10-31) 
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Note that user types are read from the file USER_TYPES.vhd (the file is parsed for the 

words type or subtype) and assigned type numbers 10-31. All of the above types, with 

the exception of Time, can be made into vectors (BIT. VECTOR, MVL_VECTOR, etc.). 

This is done by assigning a vector range (m to n) to bits 14 through 5 (two five bit 

values) of the type integer. Of these bits, the upper five store the value of m( 0-31) and 

the lower five store the value of n (0-31). Note that in the special case where m=n=31, 

the object has been given a variable length designation (see users manual). If an object is 

a vector, then the lower five bits will still contain the base type (for example, 00000 

00011 00001 would represent BIT_VECTOR(0 to 3)). 

2.2 Port Status 

A port can have the status of in, out, or inout. Pointer 3 of a port node contains 

this information for a port. This field also contains the sensitivity list information. Each 

of the first three bits of this field represents a certain property of the port: 

Bit 0: This bit is ‘1’ if the port is in the sensitivity list, '0' if it is not. 

Bit 1: This bit is 0 only if the process has at least one statement that drives the port. It is 
one otherwise. 

Bit 2: This bit is 0 only if the process has a least one statement that reads the port. It is 

one otherwise. 

For example, if a port is used only as an output and is not in the sensitivity list, then its 

Status would be 100, or four. 

2.3 Organization of Signals in the Data Structure. 

Three nodes are required to store a signal in the data structure, one each of type 

Signal, SrcNode, and DstNode. The latter two nodes contain information that pertain to 
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the source and destination ports, respectively, that the signal connects. In both of these 

node types the following fields are used: 

PortModRef - This field contains the node number of the module ref node of the 

source/destination port. 

AbsPortLoc - This field contains the node number of the source/dest. port to which the 

signal is connected. 

RelPortLoc - This field contains the relative location of the source/destination port in the 

module “tree". That is, the port pointed to by the TopPort field of a module is the port 
with a RelPortLoc of one. The next port has location two, and so on. This is used to set 
the PortSignal field of a port when a unit is loaded. The PortSignal field of a port points 
the signal to which a port is connected. It is used when creating the VHDL for a model. 
Note that the value of PortSignal is zero in the .mod file, and would be different for 
different instances of the same process; therefore, when a unit is loaded modas uses the 
AbsPortLoc value to "traverse" the module port structure until it finds the absolute 
location of the port node (this is necessary because the AbsPortLoc can change) and then 

it sets the value of AbsPortLoc and PortSignal. 

Section 3 Format of Files Used by Modeler's Assistant 

Modeler's Assistant stores information in four different types of files: (1) .mod 

files store processes, (2) .unt files store units (PMGs), (3) .prm files store primitives, and 

(4) .sno files store supernodes. The structure of a .mod file is shown in Figure 27. Note 

that all files used by Modeler's Assistant are written as binary files (i.e. the "wb" option is 

used in the C command fopen when opening the files). Also note that the node data is 

written using the fwrite command (this command writes an entire structure to the file at 

once) and can be read using the fread command. 
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OUT <= IN after 3 ns; 

\n 
    

    

\n 

\n 
Mi ~~ punctionatity of the process 

##%KHH\N 

<node# (type int}><node._data (type a_node)> | _—— PMG information 

e 

<node# (type int)><node_data (type a_node)> 

    

    

    

    

      

Figure 27. Structure of a .mod (process) File 

  

<node# (type int)><node_data (type a_node)> 
e 
@ 

<node# (type int)><node_data (type a_node)>       
Figure 28. Structure of a .unt File 

The PMG part of the .mod file simply contains the node structure used to store ports, 

generics, variables, etc. The structure of a .unt file is shown in Figure 28. This file 

simply contains a series of node numbers and node data. The nodes contained here could 

be of type unit, module_ref, signal, dstnode, srcnode, or supernoderef. When a unit is 

loaded, the presence of a module_ref node results in the corresponding .mod file being 

read and its PMG contents being added to the current data structure. Temporary files are 

used to hold the specified VHDL for the processes. The temporary files have the process 

node number as part of their filename and are placed in the directory .modas_tmp in the 

current working directory (see code for details). 
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The structure of the .prm file is similar to the .mod file with addition of the 

prompts used for primitive instantiation. The structure of the .sno files is very similar to 

the .unt file. The source code for details on the structure of these two types of files. 

Section 4 Compilation of Modeler's Assistant 

The following Makefile is used to compile modas: 

OBJS = supernodes.o primitives.o statement.o modules.o expr.o generics.o 

ports.o signals.o variables.o modasTop.o vcad.o menus.o units.o misc.o 

a.out: $(OBJS) 

cc -g -sb -L/usr/openwin/lib L/home/synopsys/sparc/X1l1/usr/lib $({OBJS) - 

Bstatic -lXaw -lXmu -lXext -Bdynamic -1Xt -1X11 -lm -o modas 

$(OBJS): xinclude.h vhdl.h externs.h macros.h 

The X-libraries Xt, X11, Xext, Xmu, and Xaw are needed to compile the code. Also, 

the X-windows include files found in xinclude.h are needed. 
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Appendix C. VHDL Source Listings 

Four-Bit Multiplier: 

use WORK.VHDLCAD.all, WORK.USER_TY PES.all; 
en HEM Me 2h ie ae ae ae he ac he ae se ake ae ae ae ic ale he ae ae hc ake ae ae ae kc ah ae ae ake ake ae ac ae ac ae ah ac ae ac ae ae ic ake ae ale ac 2c ae ae ake ak ae She 2h 2h ke 

entity mult is 
generic (ADD_DEL: TIME; 

REG_DEL: TIME; 

GATE_DEL: TIME; 
SREG_DEL: TIME 

); 
port (COUT: out BIT; 

CIN: in BIT; 
output: inout BIT_VECTOR(7 downto 0); 

LOAD: in BIT; 

SYNC: in BIT; 

RESET: in BIT; 

CLK: in BIT; 

BCOUT: out BIT; 

SL: in BIT; 

SR: in BIT; 

B_LOAD: in BIT; 

BCIN: in BIT; 

B_DATA: in BIT_VECTOR(6 downto 0); 

QA: inout BIT_VECTOR(3 downto 0); 
A_LOAD: in BIT; 

ACIN: in BIT; 

A_DATA: in BIT_VECTORQG downto 0) 

)s 
end mult; 
moe MR Mee ae ae ae ee he ae ae ie he he he ah he ic 2 ae ee he ae oe ae ae hee ah ae ae a a he ae ae ah ake sc a ae ae ae ic he he ae fe ae 2 oe ae ac hk ke oe 

architecture BEHAVIORAL of mult is 

signal SUM: BIT_VECTOR(7 downto 0); 

signal a: BIT_ VECTOR(7 downto 0); 

signal ACOUT: BIT; 
signal QB: BIT_VECTOR(6 downto 0); 

begin 

-- Process Name: adder 

  

  

adder_4: process (CIN, output,a) 
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variable CARRY: BIT; 

begin 

CARRY := CIN; 

for I in 0 to 7 loop 

SUM (I) <= a(1) xor output(ID xor CARRY after ADD_DEL; 

CARRY := ((a(1) and output(1)) or (a() and CARRY) or (output(I) and CARRY)); 
end loop; 

COUT <= CARRY after ADD_DEL; 

end process adder_4; 

-- Process Name: RESULT 

  

  

RESULT_13: process (RESET,CLK) 

begin 

if (CLK = 'l' and CLK'EVENT and RESET /='1' and 

LOAD = '0') then 

output <= SUM after REG_DEL; 
elsif (CLK = '‘'1' and CLK'EVENT and SYNC ='1' and 

RESET = '1') or (SYNC /='1' and RESET ='1' 
and RESET'EVENT) then 

output <= "00000000" after REG_DEL; 

end if; 

end process RESULT_13; 

-- Process Name: and_chain 

  

  

and_chain_22: process (ACOUT,QB) 

begin 

if ACOUT ='1' then 

a <= '0' & QB after GATE_DEL; 

else 

a <= "00000000" after GATE_DEL; 

end if; 
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end process and_chain_22; 

-- Process Name: B_LREG 

  

  

B_REG_28: process (CLK) 

begin 

if CLK = '1' then 

if B_LLOAD ='I' then 

QB <= B_DATA after SREG_DEL; 
BCOUT <= B_DATA(6) after SREG_DEL; 

elsif (SR = '1' and SL /= 0‘) then 

QB <= BCIN & QB(6 downto 1) after SREG_DEL; 

BCOUT <= BCIN after SREG_DEL; 

elsif (SR /='1' and SL = ‘0') then 

QB <= QB(5 downto 0) & BCIN after SREG_DEL; 

BCOUT <= QB(5) after SREG_DEL; 

end if; 

end if; 

end process B_LREG_28; 

-- Process Name: A_LREG 

  

  

A_REG_39: process (CLK) 
begin 

if CLK = 'l' then 

if ALLOAD ='I' then 

QA <= A_DATA after SREG_DEL; 
ACOUT <= A_DATA(0) after SREG_DEL; 

elsif (SR = '0' and SL /='1') then 

QA <= ACIN & QA(3 downto 1) after SREG_DEL; 

ACOUT <= QA(1) after SREG_DEL; 

elsif (SR /='0' and SL = '1') then 

QA <= QA(2 downto 0) & ACIN after SREG_DEL; 

ACOUT <= QA(0) after SREG_DEL; 

end if; 

end if; 

end process A_LREG_39; 
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end BEHAVIORAL; 

Fast Adder 

use WORK.VHDLCAD.all, WORK.USER_TYPES.all; 
wen EE HM ie aie ae he ie ae he 2 aie hc ae 8c 2c 2 2c ae 20 ae he ic ake ae 2 ae ae ae ae ae ake af afc ake ae ae ae ae ae fe ac afc ae sk ok ale he a ac a ai aie aie ic ak ok ak 

entity fast_adder is 

generic (full_car_del: TIME; 

full_add_del: TIME; 
car_del: TIME 

); 
port (SUM: out BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

B: in BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

A: in BIT_VECTORG downto 1); 

CIN: in BIT; 

COUT: out BIT 

); 
end fast_adder; 
eee MH HE Me ae He he he ee ac ah he 2 he ae he fe he he ae ae ae oe a ae ae oe he ae a ake 2 he ae ic ah ah ah ic ake ae a oie ic i ake a a ak ek ak ak 

architecture BEHAVIORAL of fast_adder is 

signal car3: BIT; 

signal car2: BIT; 

signal C4: BIT; 

signal carl: BIT; 

begin 

-- Process Name: FA3 

  

  

FA3_4: process (car2,B,A) 

begin 

SUM (3 ) <= A(3) xor B(3) xor car2 after full_add_del; 
car3 <= ((A(3) xor B(3)) and car2) or (A(3) and B(3)) after full_car_del; 

end process FA3_4; 

  

-- Process Name: FA4 
  

FA4_13: process (car3,B,A) 
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begin 

SUM (4) <= A(4) xor B(4) xor car3 after full_add_del; 

C4 <= ((A(4) xor B(4)) and car3) or (A(4) and B(4)) after full_car_del; 

end process FA4_13; 

-- Process Name: FA2 

  

  

FA2_22: process (car1,B,A) 

begin 

SUM (2) <= A(2) xor B(2) xor carl after full_add_del; 

car2 <= ((A(2) xor B(2)) and carl) or (A(2) and B(2)) after full_car_del; 

end process FA2_22; 

-- Process Name: FA1 

  

  

FA1_31: process (CIN,B,A) 

begin 

SUM (1) <= A(1) xor B(1) xor CIN after full_add_del; 
carl <= ((A(1) xor B(1)) and CIN) or (A(1) and B(1)) after full_car_del; 

end process FA1_31; 

-- Process Name: carry_log 

  

  

carry_log_40: process (B,A) 
begin 

COUT <= ((A(J) or B(1)) and (A(2) or B(2)) and (A(3) or B(3)) and (A(4) or B(4))) 
or C4 after car_del; 

end process carry_log_40; 
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end BEHAVIORAL; 

Big Adder 

use WORK. VHDLCAD.all, WORK.USER_TYPES.all; 
<o SR Oo iokckokook dol kiedookkkok kkk ek ok dk kk 

entity big_adder is 
port (COUT: out BIT; 

Ad: in BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

B4: in BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

SUM4: out BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

A3: in BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

B3: in BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

SUM3: out BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

A2: in BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

B2: in BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

SUMz2: out BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

CIN: in BIT; 

A1: in BIT_VECTOR(@ downto 1); 

B1: in BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

SUM1: out BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1) 

); 
end big_adder; 
wee MCA Me a Ke He ae Ke Ae he ae Me ae 2 a 2 cae he a ae a 2 he 2 he a a ok aie ae i a 2 eo ai ake ai ai eo ea i ie a a ak 

architecture STRUCTURAL of big_adder is 

signal wire3: BIT; 
Signal wire2: BIT; 

Signal wirel: BIT; 

component fast_adderC 

generic (full_car_del: TIME; 

full_add_del: TIME; 

car_del: TIME 

); 
port (SUM: out BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

B: in BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 1); 

A: in BIT_VECTOR( downto 1); 

CIN: in BIT; 

COUT: out BIT 

); 
end component; 
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for all: fast_adderC use entity work.fast_adder(BEHA VIORAL); 

begin 

COMP1: fast_adderC generic map(20 ns, 30 ns, 30 ns) 
port map(SUM4, B4, A4, wire3, COUT); 

COMP2: fast_adderC generic map(20 ns, 30 ns, 30 ns) 
port map(SUM3, B3, A3, wire2, wire3); 

COMP3: fast_adderC generic map(20 ns, 30 ns, 30 ns) 
port map(SUM2, B2, A2, wirel, wire2); 

COMP%4: fast_adderC generic map(20 ns, 30 ns, 30 ns) 
port map(SUM1, B1, Al, CIN, wire); 

end STRUCTURAL; 

SIMCPU.vhd 

use WORK.VHDLCAD.all, WORK.USER_TYPES.all; 
.. Coo ooo oko tok scigioiok doko tok tok ik kok kk ok ek £k 

entity SIMCPU is 

generic (REG_DEL: TIME; 
DEL: TIME; 

LOTIME: TIME; 

HITIME: TIME; 

MUX_DEL: TIME 

3 
port (Q4: out BIT_VECTOR(3 downto 0); 
SYNC: in BIT; 

RESET: in BIT; 

COUT: out BIT; 

CARRY: inout BIT_VECTOR(4 downto 0); 
CTRL: in BIT; 

DATAI: in BIT_VECTORG@G downto 0); 

DATAO: in BIT_VECTORG downto 0); 

ROMCTRL: inout BIT_VECTOR(12 downto 0); 

NCS: in BIT; 

NEXINS: in BIT; 

START: in BIT; 

INST: in BIT 

); 
end SIMCPU; 
a8 CEC OO aio ak i a i iiok doloioioi tek tok gok tote totek ak kak ek ok 

architecture BEHAVIORAL of SIMCPU is 

signal C_12: BIT; 
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signal CLK: BIT; 
signal F: BIT_.VECTOR(3 downto 0); 

signal C_10: BIT; 
signal C_11: BIT; 

signal C4: BIT; 
signal C9: BIT; 

signal MX1: BIT_VECTOR(3 downto 0); 
signal MX0: BIT_VECTOR(3 downto 0); 

signal Q3: BIT_VECTOR(3 downto 0); 
signal C3: BIT; 

signal Q2: BIT_VECTOR(3 downto 0); 
signal C2: BIT; 

signal C7: BIT; 
signal C8: BIT; 

signal Q1: BIT_VECTOR(3 downto 0); 

signal QO: BIT_VECTOR(G3 downto 0); 

signal C1: BIT; 
signal C5: BIT; 
signal C6: BIT; 
signal CO: BIT; 

signal CNT: BIT_VECTOR(3 downto 0); 
signal RD: BIT; 

signal COUNT: BIT; 

signal CNTINIT: BIT_VECTOR(3 downto 0); 

signal INIT: BIT; 

begin 

-- Process Name: REG4 

  

  

REG4_4: process (RESET,CLK) 
begin 

if (CLK = ‘1' and CLK'EVENT and RESET /= 'I' and 
C_12 ='1') then 

Q4 <= F after REG_DEL; 

elsif (CLK ='1' and CLK'EVENT and SYNC ='1' and 
RESET = '1') or (SYNC /='1' and RESET ='1' 

and RESET'EVENT) then 

Q4 <= "0000" after REG_DEL; 

end if; 

end process REG4_4; 

-- Process Name: ALU 
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ALU_13: process 

begin 

if not C4'‘STABLE then 

if (C_11 = '0' and C_10 = ‘0') then 

wait for 10 ns; 

F <= MX0 after DEL; 

end if; 

if (C_11 ='0' and C_10 ='1') then 

wait for 10 ns; 

F <= not MXO0 after DEL; 

end if; 

if (C_11 ='1' and C_10 = 0’) then 

CARRY <= "00000"; 

wait for 9 ns; 
CARRY(0) <= C9; 

wait for 1 ns; 

for I in 0 tc 3 loop 

CARRY(I + 1) <= (MX0(I) and MX1(D) or (MX0(1) and CARRY())) or 
(MX1(1) and CARRY())); 

end loop; 

wait for DEL; 

COUT <= CARRY(4); 

for I in 0 to 3 loop 

Fd) <= (MX0(1) xor MX1(1) xor CARRY(D); 

end loop; 

wait for DEL; 

end if; 

if (C_11 ='1' and C_10 = '1/) then 

wait for 10 ns; 

F <= MX0O and MX! after DEL; 

end if; 

end if; 

wait on C4; 

end process ALU_13; 

  

-- Process Name: OSC 
  

OSC_25: process 

begin 

while CTRL ='1' loop 

CLK <='1's. 

wait for HITIME; 

CLK <= '0'; 

wait for LOTIME; 

end loop; 
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wait until CTRL = '1'; 

end process OSC_25; 

  

-- Process Name: REG3 
  

REG3_31: process (RESET,CLK) 
begin . 

if (CLK = '1l' and CLK'EVENT and RESET /= '1' and 

C3 ='1') then 

Q3 <= F after REG_DEL; 
elsif (CLK = ‘1’ and CLK'EVENT and SYNC ='1' and 

RESET = '1') or (SYNC /='1' and RESET ='1' 

and RESETTEVENT) then 

Q3 <= "0000" after REG_DEL; 

end if; 

end process REG3_31; 

  

-- Process Name: REG2 
  

REG2_40: process (RESET,CLK) 
begin 

if (CLK = 'l' and CLK'EVENT and RESET /= '1' and 
C2 = '1') then 

Q2 <=F after REG_DEL; 

elsif (CLK ='l' and CLK'EVENT and SYNC ='1' and 
RESET = '1') or (SYNC /='1' and RESET = '1' 
and RESETTEVENT) then 

Q2 <= "0000" after REG_DEL; 
end if; 

end process REG2_40; 

  

-- Process Name: MUX4TO11 
  

MUX4TO11_49: process (C4) 
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variable VAR: BIT_VECTOR(1 downto 0); 

begin 

VAR := C8&C7; 
if C4 ='1' then 

case VAR is 

when "00" => MX1 <= QO after MUX_DEL; 

when "01" => MX1 <= Q1 after MUX_DEL; 
when "10" => MX1 <= Q2 after MUX_DEL; 

when "11" => MX1 <= Q3 after MUX_DEL; 

end case; 

end if; 

end process MUX4TO11_49; 

-- Process Name: REG1 

  

  

REG1_61: process (RESET,CLK) 
begin 

if (CLK = '1' and CLK'EVENT and RESET /= '1' and 

C1 ='1') then 

Q1 <= DATAI after REG_DEL; 

elsif (CLK = '1' and CLK'EVENT and SYNC ='1' and 

RESET = '1') or (SYNC /= 'l' and RESET = '‘1' 

and RESETEVENT) then 

Q1 <= "0000" after REG_DEL; 
end if; 

end process REG1_61; 

-- Process Name: MUX4TO10 

  

  

MUX4TO10_70: process (C4) 

variable VAR: BIT_VECTOR(1 downto 0); 

begin 

VAR := C6&C5; 
if C4 ='1' then 

case VAR is 

when "00" => MX0 <= QO after MUX_DEL; 

when "01" => MX0 <= Q1 after MUX_DEL; 

when "10" => MX0 <= Q2 after MUX_DEL; 

when "11" => MX0 <= Q3 after MUX_DEL; 

end case; 
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end if; 

end process MUX4TO10_70; 

  

-- Process Name: REGO 
  

REG0_82: process (RESET,CLK) 

begin 

if (CLK = 'l' and CLK'EVENT and RESET /= '1' and 

CO = ‘1') then 

QO <= DATAO after REG_DEL; 

elsif (CLK ='1' and CLK'EVENT and SYNC ='1' and 

RESET = '1') or (SYNC /='1' and RESET = 'I' 

and RESETTEVENT) then 

QO <= "0000" after REG_DEL; 

end if; 

end process REGO_82; 

  

-- Process Name: ROM 
  

ROM_91: process 
variable MEM: MEMORY := ("0000000000001", 

"0000000000010", 
"0010000111000", 
"0110110001000", 
"0010001111000", 
"0010000000100", 
"0110011010100", 
"0010001000100", 
"0110111010100", 
"1010001000000", 
"0000000010001", 
"0000000000010", 
"0010000110100", 
"0101100000100", 
*1100101010000") 

begin 

if (NCS = '0' and RD ='l' and not RD'STABLE) then 

ROMCTRL <= MEM(BV_TO_INT(CNT)); 

wait for DEL; 
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C_12 <=ROMCTRL(12); 

C_11 <= ROMCTRL(11); 

C_10 <= ROMCTRL(10); 

C9 <= ROMCTRL(); 

C8 <= ROMCTRL(8); 

C7 <= ROMCTRL(7); 

C6 <= ROMCTRL(6); 

C5 <= ROMCTRL(5); 

C4 <= ROMCTRL(4); 

C3 <= ROMCTRL(3); 

C2 <= ROMCTRL(2); 

C1 <= ROMCTRL(1); 

CO <= ROMCTRL(0); 

end if; 

wait on NCS, RD; 

end process ROM_91; 

-- Process Name: CNTR 

  

  

CNTR_113: process 
begin 

if RESET = '1' then 

CNT <= "0000" after DEL; 

end if; 
if not INITSTABLE then 

CNT <= CNTINIT; 

end if; 

if Mot CLK'STABLE and CLK = '1' and COUNT = ‘1') then 

wait for 1 ns; 

CNT <= INC_COUNTER(CNT) ; 

end if; 

wait on INIT, CLK, COUNT, RESET, CNT; 

end process CNTR_113; 

-- Process Name: CNTRLOGC 

  

  

CNTRLOGC_122: process 
begin 

if (START = '1' and not NEXINS'STABLE) then 

wait until CLK = '1' and not CLK'STABLE; 

if INST = ‘0’ then 
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CNTINIT <= "0000"; 

INIT <= not INIT; 

COUNT <='1'; 

wait for I ns; 

RD <='1'; 

wait for 2 ns; 

RD <= '0'; 

end if; 

if INST = ‘1' then 

CNTINIT <= "1010"; 

INIT <= not INIT; 

COUNT <= '1'; 

wait for 1 ns; 

RD <='I'; 

wait for 2 ns; 

RD <= '0'; 

end if; 

end if; 

if (CNT = "1001" or CNT = "1110") then 
COUNT <= ‘0’; 

end if; 

if not CNT'STABLE then 

RD <= 'I'; 

wait for 2 ns; 

RD <= '0’; 

end if; 

wait on CNT, NEXINS, START; 

end process CNTRLOGC_122; 

end BEHAVIORAL; 
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